Polymorphism of the SOD1-DNA aggregation species can be modulated by DNA.
Proteinaceous aggregates rich in copper, zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD1) have been found in both in vivo and in vitro models. We have shown that double-stranded DNA that acts as a template accelerates the in vitro formation of wild-type SOD1 aggregates. Here, we examined the polymorphism of templated-SOD1 aggregates generated in vitro upon association with DNA under different conditions. Electron microscopy imaging indicates that this polymorphism is capable of being manipulated by the shapes, structures, and doses of the DNAs tested. The nanometer- and micrometer-scale aggregates formed under acidic conditions and under neutral conditions containing ascorbate fall into three classes: aggregate monomers, oligomeric aggregates, and macroaggregates. The aggregate monomers observed at given DNA doses exhibit a polymorphism that is markedly corresponded to the coiled shapes of linear DNA and structures of plasmid DNA. On the other hand, the regularly branched structures observed under both atomic force microscopy and optical microscope indicate that the DNAs tested are simultaneously condensed into a nanoparticle with a specific morphology during SOD1 aggregation, revealing that SOD1 aggregation and DNA condensation are two concurrent phenomena. The results might provide the basis of therapeutic approaches to suppress the formation of toxic protein oligomers or aggregates by screening the toxicity of the protein aggregates with various sizes and morphologies.